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- May not have an easy childhood, absence of both or one parent
- May have been, emotionally, physically or sexually abused as a child
- May easily get bored with trivial things
- May feel estranged from their family or the world
- Feels nobody truly understands them
- Rebellious in a way, thinks differently from the rest of the peers
- Intelligent though may not be academically performing
- May be very creative
- May feel they don’t belong in this world
- May be lost in their thoughts; may have an active mind
- May wonder about things all the time
- Maybe a rebel at heart, would rebel against the norm or if
wasn’t able to do so because of parental pressure
- May have experienced early existential depression and feelings of
helplessness.
- Suicidal tendencies could be common
- May resist authority and prefer leadership positions
- No or low tolerance for stupidity 
- Strong empathy for others but when wounded could retreat into their
own shell
- Has mood swings or may have been diagnosed with slight to severe
mental illness
- Very compassionate or may be the opposite and show no expression of
emotion (full shielding)
- Has a strong resonance to fairy tales, magic, alchemy
- May have trouble with RAGE
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- May have recurrent dreams and may remember their dreams with
clarity
- Tend to have disorder with the digestive system due to sensitivity to
energies
- Are great Master Healers that is why they attract unbalanced people
- Adopt auto-destructive behaviors (alcohol, drugs, depression,
anxiety,...) when they aren’t living or doing their life purpose. Indigo
adults need to find something to believe in because deep inside they
know they are here to do their mission.
- Are natural lie detectors
- Have a burning desire to do something to change and improve the
world and may have trouble identifying their path 
- May have a strong problem with their egos
- Indigos may love to be with children or animals
- Their psychic or spiritual gifts appear early– in or before teen years. 
- They had psychic experiences, such as visions, seeing angels or ghosts,
out of body experiences, hearing voices etc.
- Sexually, can be very expressive/active  OR may reject sexuality
altogether
- A seeker for the meaning of life
- When they find balance and harmony,  they may become very strong,
healthy, happy individuals with a great sense of responsibility for
humankind 
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